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Wiley. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 720 pages. Dimensions: 9.8in. x 5.9in. x 0.6in.The
three editions of About Face have shaped and evolved the landscape of interaction design, bringing
it from the research labs into every day lexicon and development. The fourth edition of this
groundbreaking book will be no less game changing. The 4th edition of About Faceis the most
significant revision yet, with a new unique design and 4-color interior, dedicated web site, and
classroom ancillaries. The revision takes into account the worldwide shift to smartphones and
tablets on the consumer and enterprise level and how designing for these devices is not as easy as
just downsizing a website. The new edition includes: Dynamic 4-color interiorUpdates to reflect new
thinking in interface, interaction and product design methodsNew content relevant to the
popularization of mobile platforms and differing screen sizesEvolving design in platforms such as
consumer electronics and other ubiquitous devicesUpdated examples to reflect current state-of-theart interfaces and up to date case studiesUpdates to Coopers immensely popular Goal-Directed
Design methodologyFull training and classroom materials for corporate trainings or university
textsDedicated website created by Cooper to complement the examples and instruction in the book
This item ships from multiple locations....
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Reviews
Extremely helpful to all type of folks. It is among the most awesome pdf i actually have study. I found out this pdf from my dad and i recommended this pdf
to discover.
-- Da ya na Tur ner
An exceptional ebook along with the typeface utilized was fascinating to read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You
are going to like the way the blogger write this publication.
-- Judd Schulist
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